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11. Summary of the new findings of the thesis: 

Based on a variety of historial materials including Western maps and documents in the 17th - 18th 

centuries (Dutch, English, French, Italian and Portuguese materials), Vietnamese historical sources 

(maps, annals, monographies, land records, inscriptions, family records, folklore) in Han Nom 

characters or translated into Vietnamese, using the geo - historical/cultural approach method, this 

dissertation leads to the mains conclusions as follows: 

Firstly, Vietnam during 17th and 18th centuries had witnessed the making of a system of three port cities 

(Thang Long - Pho Hien - Domea) along the Tonkin River in North Vietnam. “Song Dang Ngoai” 
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(Tonkin River) was named by the Westerners to indicate a compound of Hong river - Luoc river and 

Thai Binh downstream rivers, which connected Thang Long - Ke Cho with the East Sea. This system 

became a key water route connecting Bac Bo with the East Sea in the Age of Commerce in Asia during 

16th - 18th centuries. The formation of this port-city system was a result of political, social, economic 

factors as well as the characteristics of natural geography of the Tonkin delta during 16th - 18th 

centuries.  

Secondly, the scale, roles and functions of these three port cities along the Tonkin River varied, 

however they supplemented each other to form a complete system. Thang Long - Ke Cho port city 

between 17th - 18th century can be seen as a main commercial center of Tonkin and Dai Viet at that 

time. There were several important factors for it to become a main trading place in Bac Dai Viet, 

including infrastructure, population, handicraft industry, and entrepot position between South China 

and North Indochina with commercial route in East Sea 

Pho Hien had played an important role of commerce only from the second half of 17th century under 

the impact of the Le - Trinh dynasty’s policy to foreigners. It was an intermediate port between Ke Cho 

and Domea in terms of space distance as well as merchant and commodity transportation. More 

importantly, it played a key role in the control of foreign merchants and trading activities. 

Domea was an anchoring place for foreign vessels. In addition, it can be seen as a border-port to 

control vessels, merchants and commodities coming from East Sea into the mainland. In this way, if 

Pho Hien was an inner-control site, Domea was an outer-control site along Tonkin River. 

Thirdly, the formation, prosperity and decease of this three port-city system of Thang Long - Pho Hien - 

Domea along the Tonkin River therefore needs to be viewed and explained from the geo - 

historical/cultural perspective. Tonkin River needs to be put into the context of a process of making of 

the Tonkin delta as well as in relation to geographical characteristics of the sea gate. The theories 

about river exchange network, and river planning or commercial system, proposed by Bennet Bronson, 

Tran Quoc Vuong, Charles Wheeler, explain the relationships between the sea and mainland, can also 

be applied to the case of North Vietnam. The differences that North Vietnam might have is not what to 

be become particular, separated it from Southeast Asia in the age of international commerce as 

Anthony Reid has argued, but to make the North Vietnam different in the way in which it integrated into 

the regional and international commerce. In other words, the relationship between the sea and 

mainland through the river system had been shaped through a unique way for the case of North 

Vietnam and therefore the Northern part of Dai Viet during these centuries have never stood outside 

economic and political changes of the region and of the world.  

12. Practical applicability:  
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In addition to a collection and analysis of materials to explain the trade relationship in North Vietnam 

during the 17th - 18th centuries in particular, the social, political and economic situations of Great Việt 

by that time in general, the findings of this doctoral dissertation contain values and meanings for 

several practical activities. For example, the dissertation is a very useful material for teaching and 

study to different training programs in history at Faculty of History (VNU - University of Social Sciences 

and Humanities). It can also be a valuable reference for the building of a collection of historical 

materials on Biển Đông of Vietnam and offer historical evidences and arguments supporting the State’s 

policy making on maritime trade economy as well as Vietnam’s integration into the region and the 

world in the context of increasing globalization in the 21st century. 

13. Further research directions: 

- History of Vietnam Foreign Trade 

- Industry and Trade Economies in the 15th - 18th Century Vietnam 

- History of Vietnam Medieval Economy 

- History of Vietnam Medieval City 
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